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The magazine of IPMS New South Wales

Editorial

Volume 17 No. 1

This is the first issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 17 (2003). As
usual we have a mixed bag of articles and a very large issue this time with a total of 10 editorial articles.
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.

We have several interesting articles on the Wackett restoration which is being done at the RAAFAWA Museum, a Bristol Freighter Walkaround, a RAN Sea Fury & Firefly photo spread, Reports from the RTAF
(Royal Thai Air Force) Museum and the Avalon Airshow in Feb 2003. In addition we have some armour material with a photo report on the M113s from 10th Light Horse Regt plus the start of a new series of articles
on RAAF oddities.
We have also updated two articles from 10 years ago with new drawings and photos on 25 Sqn Vampires
in the 1950s and RAAF P-40E Kittyhawk Mk.1as. Both the original articles were by Mick Mirkovic in
1992/93. This is something that I hope to do with a lot of our old material, my Meteor article in the last issue
was another example being a greatly expanded version of the original from 1993.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following non club members - Stuart Jackson, Dave Edwards, Eamon Hamilton and Warren
Meyer. Obviously I also am grateful to the following members who have assisted with material - Mick Mirkovic, Mick Elst, Scott Davies, Alan Yee and Ryan Hamilton. Don't forget that all photos credited to these
individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
Apologies if any of the drawings etc don’t come out clearly in this printed version. That is a problem with
printing coloured drawings in B/W due to the contrast between different colours not being strong enough for
B/W reproduction. Unfortunately there is not enough time to do a separate set of drawings optimised for
‘Grey scale’ which is the only way around that problem.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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Vampires 25 Sqn Pearce 1958 taking off
This is an update of a previous article that appeared in News &
Views 10/1 and adds some additional material that has appeared
since I did the original article in 1991. This article is on the colours
and markings of the aircraft of 25 Squadron during their last years of
flying service when they flew Vampires, before their disbandment in
1960

25 Squadron again was given flying status in late 1989 and was
now equipped with Macchi MB326Hs and flew to give proficiency
training to newly graduated pilots and for fleet support duties for naval ships operating out of HMAS Stirling Naval Base, south of Perth.
In 1998 it was downgraded to non flying status again, and the operational element became 79 Sqn using full time Defence personnel
only.

The squadron was originally formed in 1937 at Laverton, Vic. as 23
(City of Perth) Squadron and moved to RAAF Station Pearce in
1938. On January 1,1939 it was renumbered No.25 Squadron and
flew Ansons, Demons and Avro Trainers. At the start of WW II it flew
anti-submarine and convoy escort sorties off the West Australian
coast. In early 1942 it re-equipped with Brewster Buffaloes and was
charged with the air defence of Perth, it later re-equipped with Vultee
Vengeances and flew in the army co-operation role . It again reequipped during 1945 with Liberators and flew in a heavy bomber
role, and was eventually disbanded on July 9,1946.

Colours

It was reformed as a Citizen Air Force (CAF) squadron in 1948 and
flew Tiger Moths, Mustangs, Wirraways, Winjeels and Vampires. It
was to cease Flying operations in June 1960 and was given ground
based duties at Pearce Air Force Base.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

The initial Vampires used by 25 Squadron were apparently the
FB.30 model. As with all Vampires used in Australia there were in a
painted Aluminum scheme overall with a small amount of stenciling
in Black (Ed - see the Vampire article in issue 3/1988 of 'News &
Views' which illustrated the stenciling on the drawings that we reproduced from the original IPMS (Australia) 'Modelcraft' publication).
These early machines (illustrated by A79-552) had some differences
from the more familiar later FB.31 mark machines. They were:
'Elephant Ear' intakes on top of fuselage rather than below, Full span
wing tips rather than the clipped type used on the FB.31, No ejection
seat triangles - as there was no such seat in the FB.30, Lack of the
Bakelite gyroscope housing on the nose and no Black strip along the
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Left: Vampire FB.30 A79-552 25 Sqn Darwin 26 Jun 1953. Right: Vampires A79-36 25 Sqn Pearce 25 Jul 1957,
depart for Richmond, Note Swan painted on the drop tanks.

Above: Vampires A79-520,474,3 of 25 Sqn Pearce 25
Jul 1957, depart for Richmond, Note Swan on tanks.
Above: Vampires A79-520,474,3 of 25 Sqn Pearce 25
Jul 1957, depart for Richmond, Note Swan on tanks.
wing leading edge.

would have been available to the unit in large quantities.

On all Vampires the inspection panel ahead of the wing root is a
darker metallic colour than the rest of the airframe. This panel is
probably unpainted metal (aluminum) for some reason). Serials are
painted in Black and positioned either side of the tail booms and also
on the wheel doors (both front and lower). Note however that the Red
painted machine is different - see later. Roundels are carried in six
positions (after 1956 the ones on the tail booms were the 'Kangaroo'
type but the ones on the wings were always 'D' type) with Red/ White/
Blue fin flashes on either side of both fins.

About the only other unusual marking carried by 25 Sqn Vampires was
the painting of the nose wheel door (the one at the front) Red and
marking the 'last 3' of the serial numbers on it in what again appears to
be Silver paint instead of White (see photos and drawing below).

Squadron Markings
From an unknown date (it appears in the 1959 pictures but not the
ones from 1957-8), 25 Squadron started using a standardised unit
marking on it's Vampires. This consisted of a Black Swan with the lettering above and below the Swan in Black, superimposed on a Red
'25'. See the close-up photo on P6 and the drawing for details.
This marking was also carried on the Mk.T.35 Vampire 2 seater that
was with them in 1959, and may also have been added to the 3 Wirraways that were on squadron strength as per the photo to right at a later
date.
S/Ldr Fivash however differentiated his aircraft A79-215 by using a
very large Black Swan on the nose (see the photo on P6 and the drawing). Later he went the whole hog and had this machine painted Red
overall with a slightly different version of the large Black Swan on it's
nose in Black/ White. Mick's notes called the serials on this Red version out as being in White. I am certain however that the photo actually
shows the serials as being painted with the Silver dope that was used
for painting the entire airframe of the remaining aircraft and which

4

Below: Wirraways 25 Sqn A20-267,636,708 on 1 Feb
1959. See 'News & Views' 10/1 for drawing.
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References : A couple of useful ones are:
(1) Modelcraft 4/1971
(2) ‘Vampire, Macchi & Iroquois in Australian Service' by Stewart Wilson

Vampire T35 25 Sqn A79-647 at Pearce in 1959

D.H.Vampire FB.30, A79-552, 1953.
Overall : Aluminum Lacquer. Serial Nos : Black (also on both nose wheel doors). Roundels in six positions are 'D' type.
Note lack of ejection triangle, gyro housing and full span wing tips.

D.H.Vampire FB.31, A79-308, late 1959.
Overall : Aluminum Lacquer. Serial Nos : Black (also on both nose wheel doors - Black on lower door, Red on Forward).
Gyro Housing : Bakelite Brown (almost Black). Roundels in six positions (note - those on wings are 'D' type, 'Kangaroo'
roundels on tail booms only). Sqn Badge (see right) is Black with '25' in Red. Ejection seat and warning triangle carried.
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Left: In flight shot of 25 Sqn Vampire A79-308 in 1959.
Left Below: Vampires of 25 Sqn A79-308,178,36 Note
Red Nose Doors and Silver numbers, Williamtown 5
Oct 1959.
Above: Vampire 25 Sqn Close-up of Badge on nose,
'Operation High Gun' 5 Oct 1959

D.H.Vampire FB.31, A79-215, Pearce 1958.
Overall : Aluminum Lacquer. Serial Nos : Black (also on both nose wheel doors). Gyro Housing : Bakelite
Brown (almost Black). Roundels in six positions (note - those on wings are 'D' type, 'Kangaroo' roundels on
tail booms only). Sqn Badge (see above) is Black with Orange Beak and Eye, '25' Red, Titling : Black script.

D.H.Vampire FB.31, A79-215, Pearce 1959.
Overall : Post Office Red. Serial Nos : Aluminum Dope (also on both nose wheel doors ). Gyro Housing : Bakelite Brown (almost
Black). Roundels in six positions (note - those on wings are 'D' type, 'Kangaroo' roundels on tail booms only). Sqn Badge (see right) is
Black with White lower body and highlighting. Note Natural metal inspection panel and canopy frame.

6
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Vampire A79-215, FB.31, 25 SQN (red) with ground crew, RH & LH sides

Left: Vampire A79-215, FB.31, 25 SQN (red) taking off. Right: Vampire 25 Sqn A79-215 1958. S/Ldr Favish's aircraft in it's original Silver scheme

D.H.Vampire T.35, A79-647, Pearce 1959.
Overall : Aluminum Lacquer. Serial Nos : Black (also on both nose wheel doors. Housing below fuselage: Bakelite Brown (almost
Black). Roundels in six positions (note - those on wings are 'D' type, 'Kangaroo' roundels on tail booms only). Sqn Badge (see previous page) is Black with '25' in Red. Ejection seat and warning triangle carried.
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Stuart Jackson who is a very keen photographer maintains a website
at 'astro.iinet.net.au/photos'. Among many other subjects he has photo
reports of the Australian Army - Irwin Barracks, Karrakatta Open Days
in Sep 2001 and 2002. He has given permission for us to use the following M-113 photos in our publication.

The 10th Light Horse Regiment are a Reserve unit based at Karrakatta in WA. These photos are an amalgamation of the vehicles that
were present in 2001 & 2. There was a different set of vehicles on
show each year, for those interested, the following are amongst
Stuart's photos - 2001: 10F, 11, 12A, 12B, 12C, 18B, unknown

10-F , serial 134175, 'Aphrodite'.

Left :12-A , serial 134275, 'Amain'. Right; 12-C , serial unknown.

12-B , serial 134613.
8
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Well it is easy to see from the original colour photos that all these M-113s are painted in schemes that utilise Black, Tan and Green. However
they are all completely different as to the pattern that they are painted in. If there is an official pattern for these vehicles, well the painters at 10th
Light Horse have never heard of it !!

Left :18-B , serial unknown. Right: And finally troop number unknown , serial 134615.

11 , serial 134217. And the fancy one that we had in the mag back in issue vol 16/3. It appears to be the 11 troop
leader before being painted like this. Not sure what is carried at this stage on the other side as this side is different to
2002.
2002: 11, 11A, 11B, 11C, 12, 13B, 13C, unknown

11-A , serial 134275, 'Amain'. was coded 12-A in 2001.
,1
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The online refs that I found for these Open days are as follows. I suggest you have a look as there are many more photos of various Army
equipment on Stuart's sites and a smaller number on the other 2 sites.
1) Australian Army Irwin Barracks Open Day - 1st September 2001 by
Stuart Jackson at 'http://www.nachohat.org/p/army_010901/'
2) Australian Army Irwin Barracks Open Day - 7th September 2002 by
Stuart Jackson at 'http://www.nachohat.org/p/army_070902/'
3) Irwin Barracks Visit 2002 by Chris Horgan at 'http://www.

chrishorgan.com/irwin/page_01.htm' and subsequent pages.
4) Irwin Barracks Visit 2002 by Nummlox at
'http://www.fujicolor.com.au/en/Album/Cover.asp?A=16773' and
'http://www.fujicolor.com.au/en/Album/Cover.asp?A=16779' . Two different sets.
Also there is a very basic defence site at http://www.army.gov.au/
a_10lh/index.htm'

All 13-B , serial 134347.
10
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Copyright is held by Stuart Jackson and these photos may not be reproduced without his written authorisation. We don't get much AFV content in
this publication and I would like to thank Stuart for his permission to reproduce these photos here.

11-A , serial 134275, 'Amain'. was coded 12-A in 2001.

11-B , serial 134307, name not readable.

11-C , serial 134415
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Left :1-2 , serial 134551. I assume this is the 12 troop leader.
548 but it was there !

Right :18-C , serial unknown, yes I know it's a M-

11 , serial 134217. And yes it's the fancy one again, the 2nd photo is from our article that we had in the mag back in
issue vol.16/3. It appears that the right side was repainted from the 'sick of your pedestrian existence' wording that
it carried in 2001.

And finally troop number unknown , serial 134613. Was
coded 13-B in 2001. Notice there has been some repainting too, with the Green areas on the nose changed
to Tan now.

12
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Horrie Miller's Wackett VH-AIY at Broome early 1960s. Photo via Mick Mirkovic
On Thursday August 15, what is probably the most important surviving
Western Australian aircraft, a Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation
Wackett Trainer, was delivered to the Aviation Heritage Museum of
Western Australia in Bull Creek thanks to the generosity of Pearl Coast
Crane Hire and Kimberley Freightlines.
This aircraft was the personal aircraft of Captain Horrie Miller, one of
Australia’s pioneer airmen, and the founder of MacRobertson Miller Airlines (MMA) which served Western Australia for 30 years before it was
taken over by Ansett Airlines in the mid 1960s. Horrie loved to have an
aircraft to fly whenever he felt the need, he had two previous aircraft for
this purpose, and his children developed their interest in aviation during
flights with Dad.

provided space in their hanger for two years while negotiations were
conducted with the Aviation Heritage Museum of WA to restore it, and
preserve it on display, in the museum in Bull Creek.
While much work will be required to restore it to as new condition the
airframe is sound and it will be worth the effort involved. Not only was it
owned with a man with a strong association with Western Australia but
it is an extremely rare aircraft being one of only 4 survivors from a total
of 200 built for the RAAF during WW 2. It was also the first Australian
designed aircraft to be built in large numbers. The museum presently
has a Wackett which was converted to a Kingsford Smith KS-2 crop
duster and with the delivery of the second aircraft it now owns 50% of
the survivors.

It was originally registered to MMA (known affectionately to many locals as Mickey Mouse Airlines) in June 1946 and transferred to Horrie a
year later. It was then based in Broome where it remained until its transfer to the Aviation Heritage Museum of Western Australia, Bull Creek.

The Wackett was built 1941 for the RAAF as A3-3 1 and served with
Nos 3, 8 and 11 Elementary Flying Training Schools, No 1 Wireless and
Gunnery School and No 8 Operational Training Unit. It was sold as war
surplus, in a job lot of 57 for 3840 Pounds Australian, to J T Brown of
the Kingsford Smith Aviation Service in November 1945 for conversion
After the Wackett was withdrawn from use it was placed in the Horrie C to a private aircraft. It was put on the civil register on June 26 as VHMiller Museum at Broome and remained there until the ground was re- AIY with MacRobertson Miller Aviation Services as the owner and transquired by the Shire of Broome for a new building. Despite hopes and ferred to H C Miller on July 9, 1947.
plans to display the aircraft
in the new Broome airport
terminal building this did
not happen and the aircraft
began to deteriorate. It
was saved from damage
by Paspaley Pearling who

CAC Wackett, VH-AIY, Broome early 1960s.
When photographed at Broome in the early sixties, VH-AIY was in a simple overall Silver doped scheme (not Nat Metal as these are Wooden and
Fabric airframes) with Black civil regos. VH-AIY appears on the fuselage sides and probably above the starboard wing and below the port.
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Wackett Photopages

– Presented here are a series of photos, showing the restoration that is currently being undertaken on VH-AIY
by the Aviation Heritage Museum of Western Australia in the South Wing Hangar at the AHM of WA at Bull Creek. These highly detailed photos will be very useful for anyone building the High Planes kit.
Text by Mick Mirkovic

Left: Starboard rear fuselage, tail wheel & rudder connection mountings. At right the rear cockpit area looking forward, front cockpit instrument panel visible.

Left: Front cockpit and instrument panel. Note throttle quadrant, fuel tank switches, pump, brake lever etc - refer to
cutaway drawings. Right: Starboard front, engine (Warner Scarab), oil tank, engine mounts and propeller.

Left: Port front, engine, oil tank and mountings. Right: Port front fuselage and front cockpit.

14
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Left: Wackett VH-AIY/A3-31 arriving at the Aviation
Heritage Museum from Broome. Right: Canopies and
metal fittings.

Above: Wing fuel tanks.
Right: All wooden tail plane removed for restoration.

Left: Wooden main wing showing fuselage attachment
bolts and fuel pipes, also note undercarraige.
Right: Wooden tail plane and main wing, note new plywood
for recovering the wing.
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Left: Centre section of the wooden main wing under restoration, holes are for fuel tanks. Front cable runs to ailerons at rear of the fuel tank wells. Right: Port front fuselage and cockpit areas.

Left: Port rear cockpit and fuselage area.

And finally A3-31 as it was in RAAF service.

CAC Wackett, A3-31, 3 Elementary Flying Training School, 1941.
Horrie's Wackett was originally built by CAC as A3-31. It served with several units during the war. A well known series of
photos shows it in the overall Trainer Yellow scheme with Black serials and Red/White/Blue roundels in six positions.

Now that I have a Wackett base drawing, look for a more comprehensive article on this type in our RAAF Trainers series later in the year.

16
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A21-101 from ARDU pictured over what I think is Salisbury.
Just a small article so I can feature several interesting photos that I
received from Dave Edwards via Ryan Hamilton. As most people
would be aware, ARDU operate 2-3 examples of many RAAF types
for various testing purposes.

that the bomb racks also carry ARDU symbols and Yellow stripes to
match the tail markings. Black criss-cross photo reference markings
are carried on the lower fuselage of both machines (not very obvious
on the photos here) and A21-32 also has them on it's drop tanks.

Amongst their varied managerie are two F/A-18 Hornets, a single
seater A21-32 and a dual seater A21-101. These are used for various
programmes but one of the main ones is testing of new weapon systems for the F/A-18 fleet. The attached photos from Dave Edwards
show Mk.84 bomb tests in operation.

Due to a lack of time I have not been able to prepare a set of drawings of these ARDU machines at this stage (they will come in another
issue).
Thanks to Dave Edwards (from Melbourne) and the unknown source
that he got these from for making them available to us.

Now one would think that all this would be rather humdrum and boring for the personnel involved. You know, load some bombs today,
the boffins go blow them up for their enjoyment, load a few more
bombs......repeat ad infinitum !! Well obviously one of the armourers
got a bit bored with all this and decided to have a bit of fun.
The photos to the left from Dave show what is probably the load for
one test as they appear to show the weapons being mounted on the
port (Sharkmouths) and starboard bomb racks (Miss Piggy). The airframe that the weapons are hanging off appears to be the single
seater A21-32 as it is known to have the Black criss-cross photo reference markings on it's drop tanks that is visible in the photos.

Colours
Well what can I say. The colours of the bombs (or at least three of
them) is obvious from the photos. Unfortunately the bomb next to
'Miss Piggy' is mostly out of shot so details on that one are scarce but
I assume that it has 'Flower Power' type symbols all over it (rather
ironic for a set of 'BOMB GO BOOM' tests actually).
The two Hornets are painted in standard F/A-18 colours with ARDU
symbols on the outer tail fins and along the fuselage spines. Note

'Miss Piggy' has never looked so good. Photo: Dave
Edwards
,1
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Left : The 'Sharkmouth' bombs on the port racks. Right : Bombs Away. The dual seater A21-101 can be seen in the
background. Bombs are being dropped from A21-32. Photos: Dave Edwards

Both ARDU airframes A21-32 and 101 pictured together. Photo RAAF

18
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65 Foot SAR Crash Boat 02-113 in the later White hull/ Light Grey topside scheme. Photo RAAF
I recently found amongst the Editorial archives an envelope that had
come from Keith Hudson shortly before I handed the editorial duties
over to Brett Green. It was passed along from one Editor to another
and was amongst the stuff that Brett passed on to his successors.
Apart from some useful stuff on the Aero-Pelican Twin Otters in their
original schemes (watch for an Aero-Pelican article shortly), there
was also 7 pages of RAAF instruction xxxxx which dealt with the size
and placement of the markings on RAAF boats (various types) as operated in the 1950/60s.
I have scanned one of the drawings of the 65 Foot SAR Crash Boats
that were used post war, and am presenting it here as the first of a
series of articles on RAAF Oddities (i.e things outside the normal
view of what most people would associate with being operated by the
RAAF). The next article in this series will present some photos of
various jeeps operated by the RAAF.

While perusing the net looking for background info on these types, I
located the site of Leslie Jubbs who has written a 380 page book detailing the RAAF Marine Section during WWII (90% of the book) and
postwar till their disbandment in 1962 (remaining 10%).
He has now made the whole book which is highly recommended,
available for download in PDF form from his website at 'http://www.
futurepd.org/les/marine.htm'. He says in the introduction that the
PDFs are freely distributable. I recommend that you go download a
copy. In the meantime I am reproducing the following photos from the
book of 65 ft SAR boats. These are only a small proportion of the
hundreds of photos in the book.

65 Foot SAR Crash Boat Sideview. Official drawing to show exact location of markings. Dimensions are in Imperial (i.e feet and inches).
Markings are basically plain Black in the later White hull/ Light Grey topside scheme or Yellow on the earlier Dark Blue hull with RAAF
'Roos' in the usual Red/ White/ Blue colours.
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These two shots and one below show the earlier colour scheme of Dark Blue hull with Yellow (I think) uppers, with
the hull markings in Yellow. Photos: left - Norm Greaves. right - Alf Wilson

Photos: left - Alf Wilson. right - Norm Greaves

65 Foot SAR Crash Boat Upper view. These drawings appear to be very accurate scale drawings (they should be as they are drawn by a
proper Marine Draughtsman) and would be very useful for anyone intending to do a model of these types. If so, blow up the drawings until the
hull is a scale 65' long in whatever scale you are working in.

20
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Avalon Photopages
On this and the next few pages are a selection of photos from the
Avalon Airshow in Feb 2003. Due to the large number of exhibits we
can only cover a few of them, I hope to run more photos later.

The photos are courtesy of Dave Edwards from Melbourne and Ryan
Hamilton's brother Eamon. Thanks to them for permission to reproduce them here. Photos with reference numbers in the form of '1101053' are from Dave Edwards, the ones with names like 'Hawk 1.jpg'
are from Eamon Hamilton (no you don’t get the nos. in this printed
version) !!

Above: Dual seat Hornet A21-105 from 77 Squadron.

The remaining photos on this page show F/A-18 A21-51 from 77 Squadron which was displayed with a wide
variety of weaponry hanging off it.

,1
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Avalon Photopage 2
In addition to Hornets there were six LIF Hawks from 76 Sqn. Many
people will have seen photos of A27-16 done up in it's fancy Red/
Black on the Grey camo scheme but there was also A27-13, 15, 20,
28 & 31 in standard 76 Sqn markings.

Above: Hawk A27-20 from 76 Squadron carrying drop tanks and practice bomb dispensers.

A27-20 again and A27-31 from 76 Squadron which were displayed in standard 76 squadron markings.

A27-16 from 76 Squadron which were displayed in it‘s special Black/ Red with Yellow ‘76‘ marking scheme.
Expect a flood of decals and made up models of this one.

22
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Avalon Photopage 3
In addition to Hornets A21-51 & A21-105 there was also a third Hornet from 77 Sqn. This was A21-4 which was displayed with a very full
load of the AAMRAM missiles. I‘m not 100% sure that they would actually carry this many on real operations though !!

The last two photos on this page are from Eamon Hamilton. All the other photos on these first three pages
are copyright of Dave Edwards.
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Avalon Photopage 4
OK time for an some overseas visitors now. There were three Super
Hornets from the U.S Navy and Marines present at the show. These
were possibly the most popular exhibits for a lot of people.

The four photos above show F/A-18F dual NJ-127 from VFA-122 which from memory is the US Navy training
unit for the Super Hornets.

First two photos on this page Dave Edwards, remainder Eamon Hamilton.

Also present was AJ-120 from VFA-122 shown at left and at right taxying out for one of the flying displays.

24
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Avalon Photopage 5
Final page. The first photo of the F/A-18E is copyright Dave Edwards, the remainder are copyright Eamon Hamilton.

Keep in mind that the two photographers (Dave and Eamon) retain
copyright to those photos and they cannot be reproduced without
their written permission.

Photo of the VMFA-122 F/A-18E single seater that was present and also of the cockpit simulator for this
model of aircraft. Very few photos of the single seater have appeared in reports that I have seen.

Two photos of the cockpit area of one of the Hawks (A27-20) that I could not fit on the earlier page.

And finally two UAVs that were present (yes I know that’s the ‘Global Hawk’ to right but it is still a UAV).
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Presented here are a set of walkaround photos of Bristol Freighter
A81-1 at the RAAF Museum Point Cook. Most are from the collection
of Scott Davies with the first three shots being from the Museum website. This airframe was one of four in RAAF service in the early 1950s,
mainly supporting the missile tests in S.A.

The two survivors were sold off to civil operators, with this airframe being purchased for the museum when it was taken out of service and
restored to it's original RAAF scheme. It is actually very accurate to
how it looked in RAAF service. Kit - Well I'm afraid that apart from the
Airfix kit, there is not much other choice. And by the way this airframe
has just as many rivets as you will find in said kit !!

Above Left: Overall photo of A81-1 at Point Cook. The
airframe is much more dirty here than in Scott's photos.
At right: The Cockpit details of A81-1. Photos RAAF Museum.

Front 3/4 view of A81-1 on the ground at Point Cook.
Photo: RAAF Museum.

Left: Port engine detail. Right: Close up of the nose port side. These Photos and all subsequent ones from Scott.
26
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Left: Undercarraige detail. Right: Close up shot of the nose.

Wing Starboard side.

Left Upper: Starboard wing tip with aileron hinge.
Left Lower: Close up of those large undercarraige
units.
Above: Starboard side of vertical tail and horizontal tail
plane.
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Left: Mid fuselage details showing window arrangement. Right: Rear of engine unit.

Left: Close up shot from rear of tail plane. Right: Finally the rear of the tail cone and tail wheel.
Photos from Scott Davies & RAAF Museum.

Text by Steve Mackenzie

5$16HD)XU\)LUHIO\3KRWRSDJHV
Presented here are a few RAN Sea Fury/ Firefly Photos courtesy of
Alan Yee. I considered using these in the last issue (The Korean War
one) but as they are not actually photos of operations in Korea finally

decided not to. I will run more comprehensive articles on these types
in the future, but in the meantime enjoy these.

Left: How not to land a Firefly (actually damage does not look that serious) '204' VT503. At right Firefly '210' serial
VTxxx in the circuit. Both machines from 817 Sqn?, HMAS Sydney.
28
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Left: View of '223' VX388 on the ground. Right: A Starboard view of the same machine. Once again 817
Sqn?. Photos taken at Bankstown, mid 1950s.

Left: Wave off of what appears to be '203' again (see number under the nose). Note no under wing serials.
Right: Formation shot of RAN Fireflies and Sea Furys from HMAS Sydney.

Left: Another view of the same formation as in the last photo. Right: Photo of a Sea Fury landing on.
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Left: Sea Fury in a Museum. Right: Sea Fury '103' being prepared for takeoff onboard HMAS Sydney.

Left: Sea Fury '117' taking off from HMAS Sydney.
Right & Below: Sea Fury '120' VW660 from 805 Sqn?
pictured at Bankstown, mid 1950s

30
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Kittyhawk 'X' A29-30 of 75 Sqn at Milne Bay, Aug 1942. Photo: RAAF
All these aircraft drawn for this article served in either 75 or 76 Sqns
during the battle of Milne Bay, New Guinea, Aug - Oct 1942. They are
shown in either the schemes worn then or in their later service life.

Editor's Notes
As I have stated before, I intend to rework a lot of the old material
that appeared in the early days of 'News and Views', on the basis that
it is not worth reprinting copies of the early issues that are out of print,

when it is obvious that it will benefit greatly from more modern drawings and amendments to add additional material.
To that end I have reworked an article of Mick's that appeared in
1992 (in issue 9/1 of 'News and Views'). I have reworked the drawings in colour ( well they are on the electronic format of the mag anyway) as they are much more useful that way, and updated the colour
notes to reflect recent research. Eventually I hope to rework some
more of the original material including two more RAAF Kittyhawk articles by Mick on the P-40M and P-40N models.

P-40E-1a, 76 Sqn, 'R', A29-78, 'Bloody Mary', Port Moresby, July 1942.
Uppersurfaces - US Dupont equivalents of Dark Green/ Dark Earth (these machines were ordered on RAF contracts), Undersurfaces - Sky Blue. Code Letter 'R' and name 'Bloody Mary' above the exhausts (probably both sides) are White. Serials in
Light Grey. Black Spinner. Roundels in all six positions and the fin flashes are the old style Red/ White/ Blue (note 'B' type
Red/ Blue on the upper wing surfaces).

References:
A29-78 : RAAF Camouflage & Markings vol 1 (G.Pentland) P.61
A29-110 : P-40 Kittyhawk in service (G.Pentland) P.30
A29-30 : RAAF Camouflage & Markings vol 1 (G.Pentland) P.60
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A29-133 'Polly' from 76 Sqn at Learmouth, Feb 1943. Photo: RAAF

P-40E-1a, 75 Sqn, 'J', A29-110, Port Moresby, July/ Aug 1942.
This machine is in a virtually identical scheme to A29-78 on the previous page apart from the upper wing roundels being the
Blue/ White type (initially these were restricted to above the wings) and the lack of the name on the nose.

P-40E-1a, 75 Sqn, 'X', A29-30, Milne Bay, Aug 1942.
This machine is in a virtually identical scheme to A29-110 above apart from the serials being in Black and the later rectangular (almost square) style of fin flash.

32
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References:
A29-133 : P-40 Kittyhawk in service (G.Pentland) P.46
A29-85 : RAAF Camouflage & Markings vol 2 (G.Pentland) P.123
A29-118 : RAAF Camouflage & Markings vol 2 (G.Pentland) P.58

P-40E-1a, 76 Sqn, 'A', A29-133, 'Polly', Learmouth, Feb 1943.
Uppersurfaces - US Dupont equivalents of Dark Green/ Dark Earth (these machines were ordered on RAF contracts), Undersurfaces - Sky Blue. Code Letter 'A' is Sky Blue with name 'Polly' below the exhausts (probably both sides) in White. Serials in Light Grey. Dark Green Spinner. Roundels in all six positions and the fin flashes are the 'Pacific' style Blue/ White.
Served with 75 Sqn at Milne Bay.

P-40E-1a, 2 OTU, 'CD-E', A29-85, Mildura, 1945.
This machine is in a identical scheme to A29-133 above apart from the Spinner, Code Letters and fuselage stripe in Yellow.
Served with both 75 Sqn & 76 Sqns at Milne Bay.

P-40E-1a, 82 Sqn, 'FA' (COs aircraft), A29-118, Bankstown, 1944.
Overall Natural Metal with Silver doped fabric areas (rudder, elevators etc). Code Letters and Serials in Black. Roundels in
all six positions and the fin flashes are the 'Pacific' style Blue/ White. Served with 75 Sqn at Milne Bay.
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Photos by Warren Meyer
The RTAF Museum is located on the Phanonyothin road near and
just to the south of Wing 6 of the domestic terminal of the Don Muang
airport (Bangkok). That's on the east side of the airport, the international terminal is on the west side by another large road. It's open
0830-1630 Monday-Friday and the first weekend of the month. Admission is free.

There are 42 aircraft on display. About half well restored, but not to
flyable condition, the rest in various states. There are very few people
most of the time in the museum. The staff are helpful, but don't count
on them speaking English. Most aircraft have a sign in English as well,
but giving only sparse information (like the Thai signs) like make and
name, speed, range, size and weight and time of RTAF service. Nowhere is there any information on how many of a type they had. Displays of other things than full-size aircraft seldom have English text.

Breguet 14B, 1918, White-yellow undersides, chocolate/dark green oversides, and one black field on rear fuselage.
Area around engine and top area near cockpits aluminum. Thai numeral "1" on fin, rudder r/w/b/w/r, 4 roundels on
wings. Prop unpainted wood. Thai text and numeral "1" on fuselage sides.

Vought Corsair V-93S,1934-49, Sign with "last one in the world". White underside, sand/olive top. 4 roundels, rudder r/w/b/w/r, white band and god/demon(?) on rear fuselage. Prop alu. Armament: 5 x 8 mm MG. Four 125(?)
bombs under wings.

Left: Not sure but I think it is a Morane-Saulnier trainer. Right: Curtis Hawk 3, 1935-49, Sign with "last one in the world".
White underside, sand/olive top. 4 roundels on wings, rudder r/w/b/w/r, white band around rear fuselage. Picture of god/
demon(?) on rear fuselage. Propeller alu. Armament: 2 x 8 mm MG + 2 x 474 lb bombs. But there are four smaller
bombs under the wings.
34
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Curtiss Hawk 75, 1939-49, White underside, sand/olive top. 4 roundels, rudder r/w/b/w/r. White band and god/
demon(?) on rear fuselage.

Tachikawa Ki 36, 1940-49, Only identified as "Tachikawa
trainer". Yellow all over, 6 roundels, flag on rudder.

Boeing P-12E, 1931, Alu all over, 4 roundels on wings, rudder r/w/b/w/r. Prop black on rear, alu
with yellow tips on front.
,1
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Left: Vickers Supermarine Spitfire FR.14, 1950-54, Clipped wingtips. Camera windows behind the cockpit. Aluminum
all over, 6 roundels, small flag on the rudder. Red spinner and wingtips. Armament: Given as 2 x 20 mm + 4 MG and
1 x 500 lb + 2 x 250 lb bombs. Right: Fairey Firefly, 1951-55, Anti-submarine. U/s and sides light blue, top black. 6?
roundels and flag on rudder . Red spinner, propeller black with yellow tips. Fitted with external tanks.
Armament
stated as 4 x 20 mm + 2 x 250 kg and 2 x 100 kg bombs.

Grumman Bearcat F8F, 1951-61. Dark blue all over, 6 roundels, god/demon(?) on fuselage. Red circle, small flag on
rudder, three red/white arrows on rudder and fin. Prop blue with yellow tips. Number 4312 on rear fuselage.

Insignia on Bearcat above
36
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HIGH PLANES MODELS
BAE SYSTEMS HAWK MK 127
Kit No. 4804

scratched built. This is a disappointment as many of them could have
been molded in resin. You will have to ensure that you have some thin
plastic card to manufacture these.

Scale: 1/48th
Cost about $70AUD
Available from Snowy Mountains Models, Vic.

Although there are decals for two squadrons supplied the overall colour scheme for both are the same. The Hawks are painted Blue Grey
(FS 35237) and Light Ghost Grey (FS 35#75) which is the same
scheme as the RAAF Hornets. All British assemble BAE Hawks Mk
127 were painted to British standards, and were repainted shortly after
they arrived in Australia. 76 Squadron hawks consist of the panther
head on the tail with a red band and 79 Squadron a rising phoenix with
a red and gold band.

Well, I will have to start by saying that I have been eagerly awaiting
the release of this kit. I had spent endless hours modifying the old Premier kit to the Mk 127 standard, but was always looking for an easier
option, (but is this it?).
Upon opening the box the sturdy kit the contains –

•
•
•
•
•
•

Typical blue plastic from High Planes Models, which include all
the major airframe pairs.
Bag of resins parts, mostly cockpit, main undercarriage wheels,
and other minor airframe parts.
Bag of metal parts, consisting of undercarriage legs, nose wheel,
nose probe, and best of all, cockpit tubs.
A single vacform canopy.
Decals sheet for two squadrons, 76 and 79 Sqn, and seven aircraft.
Instruction booklet, 10 pages, including paint plans.

Most notably point with the decals is the inclusion of the det-cord decal for the canopy, and the individual pilot’s names, nickname and
squadron symbol. The lack of colour options has recently been addressed with 76 Squadron unveiling a colourful display aircraft (see the
Avalon pages - Ed).
To sum it up in just a few line, it was originally meant to sell for $50
AUD, but now retails for $70 AUD. At $50 it would have been a good
buy, but at $70 you won’t be building a squadron of them. For those
who have experience in building multi median or Vacform models, this
kit should be within your capabilities. For those who haven’t, you may
be best waiting for the future releases of the Airfix or Italeri later this
year. Test fit has been the key phase associated with this kit, and it
advice worth taking

The first thing I did was to compare the Hi-planes fuselage with that of
the Hawk I had previously built. It quickly became apparent that my
solo efforts had missed the mark. The Hi-planes fuselage measured
up very well against the 1/48scale plans I have, and the contours of
the nose look correct. I had earlier thoughts that this kit appeared to be
a re-vamped version of the Premier kit, since a copy displayed at
Snowy Mountain Model’s had the Premier canopy and other parts fitted – all of which looked to fit just too well. If there is any of the Premier kit in the High Planes version, then they are well hidden.
The saying associated with this kit is ‘sand, test fit, sand, test fit, trim,
test fit, then glue‘. This is good advice due to the finish of the plastic
parts, and the multi medium nature of this kit. The fuselage is in two
pieces and the panel lines are very well represented, overall, very similar to the CAC Sabre from High Planes. There are some faults to some
parts due to the molding process – On my copy the nose wheel undercarriage door, and trailing edge of the tail were deformed and will take
some time to correct. The general cleaning of all plastic parts will also
take a fair amount of time to complete, but extra time spent here will
be rewarded with the completed kit.
Construction starts with the adding of the cockpit tubs (without seats
or other parts), nose wheel well, and exhaust to the fuselage and glue
it together. The cockpit tubs are also metal ‘great idea’ as it eliminates
the need for nose weights, but the blemishes on these parts is annoying. The side-walls of the tub are very rough and will take some cleaning up with a file.

Construction then turns to the air intakes. Again, these require some
cleaning up and dry fitting. Tail plane and wings are added. The wheel
wells are nicely done with two pieces ‘dropped’ into the wing. The
cockpit items are added (seats, control columns, and console) and
other minor airframe parts, including undercarriage and armament.
High Planes supplies wing pylons, with drop tanks, gun pack, and wing
missile rails. I was amused that they have not supplied the wing tip
stubs, which are carried by some Hawk. The option here would have
been welcomed.
High Planes have only supplied a single vacform canopy, which I
thought could have been supplemented by a second in case of an accident with the first. Most of the time you only need the one, but any
time you have the ‘cut out’ you own canopy, there’s anyway a risk,
which could be supplemented by a second.
There are eight different types of antennas that needed to be
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Model Alliance / Hawkeye Models Australia Decals
Catalogue Nos : Refer to text.
Scales:1/72 & 1/48
Contents and Media: Instruction sheet, colour and white decal
sheets.
Price: A$8.00 - $16.00
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: F/A-18 Anniversary schemes and F-111C are current
subjects with comprehensive research into the decals, evident by the
detail and data. The Tiger Moth and Bulldog decals are both very welcome additions that have long been neglected.
Disadvantages: No anti-collision lights for the Hornet of F-111 Decals
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in Anniversary schemes or Australian Defence Force aircraft.
AAF-72 RAAF F/A-18 HORNET 75 SQN. 60th ANNIVERSARY
1/48 – Hasegawa/Revell-Monogram/Italeri
1/72 - Hasegawa/Fujimi/Italeri
Decals consist of three sheets with the following Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, tail markings, spine
checks, magpie, and the '75 Squadron</'; sunset decal.

In 2002, 1 Squadron flew six F-111Cs to Nellis AFB to participate in
the Red Flag Exercise. Shortly before they departed for America, new
squadron tail markings were applied to the tail. These markings depict
a Kookaburra carrying a guided bomb superimposed over a yellow
cross. A white backing decal is supplied to endure clarity. The aircraft
is overall Gunship Grey with black serial, data and national markings.
The Gunship Grey applied to Australian F-111s has a tendency to
weather very quickly, so it appears several shades light.
Serial numbers are supplied for all F-111Cs (or Gs), and walkways are
comprehensive supplied, with spares. Interestingly this set also contains ‘De Icing Boot Strips’ for the leading edge of the wing, which are
very handy.
With the future release of the Hasegawa updated RAAF F-111 in 1.72,
this set will complement it very well.
AWW-03 RAAF 1 SQN, BRISTOL BULLDOG 1930
1/48 – Smer
1/72 - Airfix
While on the subject of 1 Squadron aircraft, this is a simple set containing markings for a RAAF Bristol Bulldog from 1930. The aircraft is
overall silver, with a green fuselage spine. Serials are supplied for two
aircraft. Decals are supplied for roundels, which are carried in six positions and a red/white/blue rudder. The rudder must be painted white
before the decal is supplied, and the decal allows for the rudder light
and control cables. The decal of a ‘Bulldog’ badge on the tail is a delightful touch.

Grey decals consisting of all data for standard RAAF Hornets.

AWW-04 RAAF/RAN De HAVILLAND TIGER MOTHS
1/48 – Aeroclub/Smer
1/72 – Airfix/Aeroclub

White decals for the roundels and to ensure that clarity of the ‘75
Squadron’ sunset decal.

This would have to be my favorite on all these sets, as it contains decals for four Tiger Moths:

This aircraft is the standard colour scheme with markings to cerebrate
the squadrons 60th Anniversary, in 2002. The photos on the instruction
sheet show that the Hornet is well weathered with the exception of the
tail, which was re-painted with a tail flash, (representative of the Sabre
years). A Magpie’s head is position aft of the cockpit, which blends into
the checks along the spine. The checked spine decals are supplied in
two parts, which assist in their placement. A helpful hint is to remove
the aerials along the spine before applying them. Formation/anti collision strip lights are not included.
AAF-76 RAAF F/A-18 HORNET 2 OCU. 60th ANNIVERSARY
1/48 – Hasegawa/Revell-Monogram/Italeri
1/72 - Hasegawa/Fujimi/Italeri
Decals consist of three sheets with the following Colour sheet consisting of roundels, tiger stripes for the tail tip, Australian Flag, and Tiger markings. Grey decals consisting of all data.
White decals for the roundels and to ensure that clarity of the colour
decals.
I’ve always been disappointed that Australia’s has not had a regular
visit to the NATO Tiger Meet exercise, as some of the Tiger schemes
on display are very impressive. To celebrate 2nd Operational Conversion Unit’s (2OCU) 60th Anniversary, an F/A-18A was painted with
special tail markings.
All Anniversary markings are confined to the tail, consisting of a leaping tiger over the 2OCU flash, tiger striped tips and an Australian flag.
Formation strip lights are not included. Photos of the real aircraft are
included on the instructions.
AAF-79 RAAF F-111C, 1 SQN, RED FLAG EXERCISE 2002
1/48 – Academy
1/72 - Hasegawa
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•
•
•
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A17-26 – This scheme depicts the typical scheme from very early
1940. Overall yellow with red training stripes, red/white/blue roundels and rudder. Black serial on the fuselage.
A17-625 – This scheme depicts the typical scheme from mid
1940s. Overall yellow with white/blue roundels and tail flash.
Black serial on the fuselage and under wings.
A17-629 – This scheme depicts a post war RAAF Tiger Moth.
Overall Silver with yellow training stripes, red/white/blue roundels
in six positions and tail flash.
A17-692 – Depicts one of three Tiger Moths use by the Royal
Australian Navy, post WWII. Overall Silver with yellow training
stripes and rudder, red/white/blue roundels in six positions and
the air station code ‘NW‘ on the tail.

White decals are supplied for all roundels and tail flash. You will need
to paint the rudder white if you are applying the rudder decals. The decals for the rudder are oversize which allows you to trim to the decal
for a better fit. Since the 1/48 scale Smer and Aeroclub kits both have
very different shaped tails, it will allow the decal to fit both kits.
All decals are available from Model Alliance / Hawkeye Models Australia:
Steve Evans - ‘Sgevans@bigpond.com
Many thanks to Model Alliance (Hawkeye Models) for the review copies!
Reviews by Ryan Hamilton
Editors Note – Sorry guys, can’t fit the scans in here anywhere

5HYLHZV
Sword 1/72 Hawker Hurricane Mk
Preview
Sword 1/72 Hawker Hurricane Mk.1 (Early Version)
Sydney Camm’s Hurricane needs no introduction to most World War
2 aircraft enthusiasts. Developed as a private venture, the Hurricane
first entered RAF service in 1936, unique amongst the biplanes serving
at the time. In its early guise, the Hurricane has its rear fuselage and
most of the wings covered in fabric, along with a Watts 2-blade fixedpitch wooden propeller. The Watts propeller was soon replaced with
the 3-blade DeHavilland and Rotol Props, and by 1939 the fabriccovered wings had given way to metal equivalents. However, a few examples of the early Hurricane soldiered on for a couple more years,
some used in the desperate battle for France and others used by nations such as Belgium and Yugoslavia.
There has been a large influx of 1/72 Hurricane kits recently by Academy, Revell and Hasegawa, with the Academy and Revell kits representing the Mk2 and Hasegawa producing both the Mk1 and Mk2.
However, despite these releases there has been a noticeable gap in
the 1/72 Hurricane collection, namely the early Mk1. Fortunately,
Sword has now filled this void.
Sword is a relatively new short run company from the Czech Republic.
They have produced some sorely needed subjects such as the
Fairchild 91 and the Beechcraft Staggerwing. Most of Sword’s aircraft
kits are in 1/72 scale, but recently they have started doing kits in 1/48,
such as the General Motors FM-2 Wildcat and the Taylorcraft Auster.
The Hurricane kit comes in an attractive side-opening box, a little
thicker than the usual MPM and Pavla boxes and therefore not as
flimsy. The parts are packaged in a plastic bag that’s been separated
into three compartments, one for the injection moulded parts, one for
the resin pieces and the last one for the decals and canopy.
The 38 injection moulded parts are all on the one sprue. Quite a lot of
these parts have evidence of flash and require cleanup. The fabric surfaces are well done, with the ribbing on the rear fuselage putting that of
some other mainstream kits to shame. However, my example had a
small blemish on the one side, which will require some careful sanding.
The engraved panel lines are a little on the soft side, and in some areas they could probably benefit from a once-over with a scriber. The
main problem with the kit however is the alignment of the tail surfaces.
One of the horizontal stabilizers and the fin are out of alignment. The
stabilizer is only out by a fraction but the fin appears to be out by a millimeter, which in this scale is quite large. I don’t think that they are totally unfixable but they will take a lot of effort to rectify.

pies are given, one as a spare. Both canopies are sans armoured
glass and therefore the spare cannot be used for later Hurricane variants.
The instructions are rather poor in my opinion. The construction sequence consists of exploded views covering 1 1/2 s. The images are
rather small and the precise locations of some parts such as the oil
cooler are quite vague and the position of the tail wheel for the variant
without the fuselage strake is not given. Only general colour call-outs
are given, such as light green for the interior surfaces. Unlike their
Czech counterparts such as MPM and Pavla, Sword has decided not
to put a parts layout diagram in the instruction sheet.
The decal sheet, printed by Techmod is comprehensive with complete
stenciling. The decals appear to be very thin but are in register and
seem to have good colour density. 3 decal options are given. The first
option is an RAF machine from 111 Sqn from 1938. This is a very
early Hurricane with the Watts propeller and has the rear fuselage
strake omitted. Camouflage is given as dark green and dark earth with
sky undersurfaces. This is most likely incorrect, as the Hurricanes of
the time had the undersides painted in an aluminum colour. The second aircraft, also from the RAF is from the Battle for France, 1940,
flown by Edgar James 'Cobber'; Kain, a New Zealand pilot with 14 kills.
This aircraft is in similar camouflage to the previous aircraft, but the
wings are painted in black and white, with the rest of the undersurface
areas in sky. Again, the undersurface is more likely in the aluminum
colour. The last aircraft is a Yugoslavian built example from April 1941.
This aircraft is quite striking with its green/brown/sand/blue camouflage
and heavy weathering. However, as only general colour call-outs are
given the exact shades of colour are not known, quite a concern for
such an obscure scheme. Classic airframes will have a Yugoslavian
decal option in their soon to be released 1/48 early Hurricane so it will
be interesting to see what their take on this unique scheme is.
Although obviously not up to the standards of the Hasegawa and Revell Hurricanes, the Sword kit is nevertheless quite a decent kit of a
much-needed variant. The misaligned tail could prove to be a problem,
but if need be the fin could always be replaced by that from another kitat least there would be a use for your old Airfix kits! Despite the problem the kit appears quite buildable, and would be a nice addition to any
RAF collection. This kit is currently available from NKR models for A
$25.
Review by Scott Davies

The 12 resin parts are crisply moulded and flash free. 7 of these parts
make up the cockpit. The floor, seat, rear bulkhead and rudder pedals
have been moulded as a single unit. While this unit looks good, the
sides of the seat are extremely thin and could do with reinforcing. The
tubular framework is moulded separately from the sidewalls. Sword
has chosen to attach the framework pieces to a solid resin board,
which will make it tricky to remove them without breaking them. The
other resin parts represent the wheel well, radiator front, oil cooler front
and the kidney exhausts. Again these are exquisitely detailed, though
my example had an air bubble on the front of the oil cooler.
There are a few optional parts in the kit. Three types of propeller are
given, the Watts 2-blade and the DeHavilland and Rotol 3-blade props.
The 3-blade props have separately moulded blades that will be difficult
to line up correctly. The Watts propeller has the blades moulded integrally with the spinner. It might be an idea to lightly run a scriber
around the base of the blades to give the illusion that they are separate from the spinner. All of the prop assemblies will require cleanup
due to rather excessive flash. Two types of exhaust are given, the kidney style exhausts and the ejector exhausts familiar to the later Hurricanes. The kidney exhausts, as stated earlier are nicely done in resin
but the later option is injection moulded, suffering from shallow sink
marks and the same alignment problem that plagued the tail surfaces,
though to a far lesser extent. The rear fuselage strake is a separate
part, as one of the marking options doesn’t carry it. Two vacform cano-
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1/48 SuperScale Decals No. 48-807
RAAF HF/LF Mk.VIII Spitfires

the spares box, it would not be hard to built all three. Again, instructions are well illustrated, thou only the port view is shown with no reference to the upper of starboard camouflage patterns. All paints are referred to FS Standards.

Price: $10-$15 AUD
With the releases of Spitfires Mk.VIII from Hasegawa and ICM, it is interesting that with the influx of after-market decals for Spitfires, little
have dealt with those from the Pacific theatre. Many sets that did deal
with this subject, such as the superb Aeromaster set, have long been
out of production, so it is timely (and welcomed) that SuperScale have
released this new set.
Decals are for three RAAF Spitfires from the Pacific theatre, and include:

My only criticism with this set is that all these schemes have been do
through other decals companies such as Carpena, Ventura, Tally Ho,
etc. Although there is not much room left on the decal sheet, I would
have liked to have seen the standard "ZP" code for 457 Sqn included
as a fourth option. Also the smaller sharks mouth seen on the earlier
457 Sqn Spitfires (maybe we will see this in a future release). With the
number of colour options illustrated on the Pacific Spitfire Website
"http://spitfirecmraaf.tripod.com/contents.html" (Sensational site for all
RAAF Pacific Spitfires) and the recent release of the Airfix Spitfire
MkV, we can only hope that SuperScale follows this set with several
other new sets with Pacific Spitfires.

457 Sqn. Wing Cdr. Bobby Gibbes – "Grey Nurse" A58-602
Overall, well worth buying.
Standard RAF Green/Ocean Grey over Medium Sea Grey with a Red
spinner. This aircraft carries the initials of Bobby Gibbes instead of the
standard squadron codes, and the large shark mouth across the nose,
common to many 457 Sqn. Spitfires. Large roundels on the wings,
standard on the fuselage and under-wings.
79 Sqn. F/L Norm Smithell – "HAVA GO JO" A58-517
Two tone RAF Green over Medium Sea Grey with a bright Green spinner. This aircraft carries standard squadron codes (UP-F) . Nose art
features an "elephant flying over a cloud" just forward of the cockpit,
port side. Standard roundels in six positions, with a white tail. (There
has been much speculation about the true colour scheme of this aircraft. Personally after see a photo of Col Pay’s Spitfire over the Ocean,
and how the Green/Grey appears to be Green/Green I would have to
say that this scheme should actually be Green/Grey). Reference that
this aircraft may have been "waxed and polished" which would have
given it a gloss appearance. (Ed- recent research also points toward
the Elephant being in Grey not Pink. See the 79 Sqn article in issue
15/3).

452 Sqn. F/L Ron Cundy. A58-438 QY-T
Foliage Green over Sky Blue with a Black spinner with white detailing.
This aircraft carries standard squadron codes (QY-T) . Nose art features a "Pegasus" just forward of the cockpit, port side. Standard roundels in six positions. (There has been reference that this aircraft may
have been "waxed and polished" which would have given it a gloss appearance.
The decals consist of a single sheet decal, with instructions. Decals
have well good registration but beware. It would appear that my set is
missing the white for the sharks teeth for the 457 Sqn. Option. This
can easily be painted before the decals are applied. Enough stenciling
and roundels is supplied for one aircraft, thou with some roundels from
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Display Models Jan 2003
Meeting
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does not
have all the photos comprising the models from the Jan 2003 meeting which are
on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to reproduce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photographs ALL the models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occasional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at
‘http://www.fortunecity.com/skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’usually
within a couple of days after the meeting.
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be
anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recommended
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